Jr./Sr. High School Behavior Matrix
Objectives

Be Ready

Be
Respectful

Be Positive

Be
Responsible

Be Safe

Classroom
*Attend school
every day and
stay awake
*Bring needed
materials to class
*Be on time
*Eat breakfast
*Bring your
planner
*Appreciate
differences
*Raise your hand
*Listen while
others are
talking
*Use manners
*Maintain personal
space
*Keep hands, feet
to yourself
*Comply with
teachers request
*Help someone
*Participate in
class
*Smile and say
hello
*Be accountable
for your actions
*Resolve conflicts
with maturity
*Use time wisely
*Study
*Clean up after
yourself

Hallway

Cafeteria

Bathroom

Bus

Parking Lot

Extracurricular
Events
*Pass quickly
through the
hallways
*Take seat
promptly

*Keep moving
*Keep a direct
route to your
destination

*Be in designated
lunch area when
the bell rings

*Use closest
restroom
*Use restroom
during passing
time

*Be on time to
your bus

*Allow time for
safe driving
*Take all needed
items

*Be aware of
personal space
*Use appropriate
language
*Use quiet voice
* Listen to teachers
in the hallway
*If you see
garbage, pick it
up and throw it
aware
*Be aware of
classes in
progress
*Help others
*Greet people with
a smile

*Wait your turn in
line
*Be polite and
patient
*Say please and
thank you

*Wash hands
*Throw away trash
*Respect privacy

*Use appropriate
language and
voice
*Follow request of
driver and
supervisor
*Share space
*Keep hands and
feet to self
*Say please and
thank you

*Park in assigned
areas
*Be patient
*Follow rules of
the road
*Display parking
pass

*Listen
*Use appropriate
language
*Keep quiet

*Help others
*Keep area clean
*Make new friends

*Help keep area
clean

*Help bus driver
*Speak nicely to
others on the bus

*Assist others
*Keep parking lot
clean

*Participate
*Show school spirit
*Recognize the
privilege

*Be in assigned
area when bell
rings
*Store
jackets/coats,
backpacks and
electronic
devices in locker
(7:45-3:15)
*Avoid conflict
*Walk to your right
*Keep hands, feet
to self

*Pick up after
yourself
*Place equipment
in assigned areas
* Resolve conflicts
with maturity
*Recycle

*Use only what you
need
*Conserve paper
and water

*Take items with
you
*Resolve conflicts
with maturity
*Ride your
assigned bus

*Lock car

*Show maturity
*Be a good
representative of
the school

*Be seated once
you have received
your lunch

*Report problems
in restroom area

*Maintain safety
*Be seated before
the bus moves

*Drive safe/slow
*Look for other
drivers/people

*Avoid conflict
*Help maintain a
clean facility

